Mesoscopic protein-rich clusters host the nucleation of mutant p53 amyloid fibrils
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The protein p53 is a crucial tumor suppressor, often called “the guardian of the genome”; however, mutations transform p53 into a powerful cancer promoter. The oncogenic capacity of mutant p53 has been ascribed to enhanced propensity to fibrillize and recruit other cancer fighting proteins in the fibrils, yet the pathways of fibril nucleation and growth remain obscure. Here, we combine immunofluorescence three-dimensional confocal microscopy of human breast cancer cells with light scattering and transmission electron microscopy of solutions of the purified protein and molecular simulations to illuminate the mechanisms of phase transformations across multiple length scales, from cellular to molecular. We report that the p53 mutant R248Q (R, arginine; Q, glutamine) forms, both in cancer cells and in solutions, a condensate with unique properties, mesoscopic protein-rich clusters. The clusters dramatically diverge from other protein condensates. The cluster sizes are decoupled from the total cluster population volume and independent of the p53 concentration and the solution concentration at equilibrium with the clusters varies. We demonstrate that the clusters carry out a crucial biological function: they host and facilitate the nucleation of amyloid fibrils. We demonstrate that the p53 clusters are driven by structural destabilization of the core domain and not by interactions of its extensive unstructured region, in contradistinction to the dense liquids typical of disordered and partially disordered proteins. Two-step nucleation of mutant p53 amyloids suggests means to control fibrillization and the associated pathways through modifying the cluster characteristics. Our findings exemplify interactions between distinct protein phases that activate complex physicochemical mechanisms operating in biological systems.

Wild-type p53 is a potent tumor suppressor, which is inactivated in almost every cancer, either through mutations in the TP53 gene (in 50% or more of human cancers) or deregulation of its associated pathways (1, 2). By contrast, p53 mutants emerge as effective cancer promoters because they exert a dominant-negative effect on the wild-type variant and also display oncogenic gain-of-function properties by inhibiting other cancer suppressors (1). Several mechanisms of cancer promotion by mutant p53 have been discussed (2–4). It was recently suggested that the mutant proteins’ aggregation into insoluble amyloid fibrils and cofibrillation with other cancer suppressors may play a decisive role in their oncogenicity (5–8); fibril suppression has been identified as a general way to fight cancer (5, 9). Further progress, however, has been impeded by the paucity of mechanistic details on the nucleation and growth of p53 fibrils.

Here, we focus on p53 R248Q, in which arginine (R) in position 248 is replaced with glutamine (Q). p53 R248Q is one of the most frequent mutations found in breast cancers (10) and is ranked among the strongest predictors of patient death in ovarian cancer (11). We examine the phase behaviors of p53 R248Q in two breast cancer cell lines expressing this mutant and in solutions of the purified protein. As p53 binds to DNA, the positive arginine embeds in the minor groove of the double helix to support the contact (Fig. L4) (5). Mutations at this site are the most frequent oncogenic p53 mutations (5). Replacing arginine with glutamine not only weakens the binding to DNA (Fig. L4) but also destabilizes the conformation of the DNA-binding domain [the free energy of unfolding drops from 42.5 kJ·mol−1 for the wild type to 34.6 kJ·mol−1 for R248Q (12)] and boosts the aggregation propensity of p53 (5). We employ light scattering and transmission electron microscopy analyses to establish that p53 R248Q forms mesoscopic clusters, a unique protein phase distinct from the recently highlighted macroscopic dense liquid (13–21), and the clusters host the nucleation of amyloid fibrils. We complement the findings on the thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of the unusual aggregation behaviors of R248Q and wild-type p53 with molecular simulations, which reveal that p53 condensation is driven by the destabilization of the DNA-binding domain and not by interactions of its extensive disordered region.

Results

Cytoplasmic Aggregation of p53 R248Q in Cancer Cells. We explore the phase behaviors of p53 in two breast cancer cell lines, HCC70, which expresses p53 R248Q, and MCF7, expressing wild-type p53. We detect and quantify aggregated and unaggregated

Significance

The mesoscopic p53-rich clusters that we discover represent a new class of biological condensate, distinct from amorphous and ordered aggregates and the dense liquids found with several physiologically active proteins. The demonstrated two-step mechanism of amyloid fibril nucleation, whereby the clusters host the nucleation of p53 amyloid fibrils, illustrates the potency of recently identified nonclassical nucleation concepts to understand intracellular processes. This finding establishes a new biophysical paradigm for the assembly of numerous ordered functional and pathological biological solids, such as tubules, filaments, sickle cell polymers, amyloids, and crystals.
Confocal microscopy (Fig. 1) by multicolor immunofluorescence three-dimensional (3D) DNA interaction was done using Visual Molecular Dynamics (24). (c) The structure of the DBD (94 to 292) of wild-type p53 and the R248Q (Arg-248 Gin) mutant. Nitrogen atoms are colored in red, zinc in green, alpha helices in purple, beta sheets in orange, and DNA in blue. Protein Data Bank ID is 1TUP (23) for wild-type p53; prediction of p53 R248Q DNA interaction was done using Visual Molecular Dynamics (24). (b) Schematic of confocal immunofluorescence microscopy in which antibodies that specifically target cell components of interest are tagged with fluorophores. The spatial distribution of the fluorescent signal collected by the microscope maps the 3D distribution of the target molecule. (c) Illustration of diffuse and punctate staining in the cytoplasm. (D) Combined staining of HCC70 cells with a Hoechst dye, which stains the nucleus, Pab240, which binds to unfolded or aggregated p53, and ThT, which recognizes amyloid structures. (E) Staining of HCC70 cells with Pab240 before and after treatment with 1,6-hexanediol, known to disperse dense liquid droplets of disordered proteins. (F) Distributions of the volumes of the puncta found in HCC70 cells treated with Pab240. Each trace represents the volume distribution of puncta from a single cell.

p53 by multicolor immunofluorescence three-dimensional (3D) confocal microscopy (Fig. 1B), which exploits the sensitivity of antibodies to their antigen to attach fluorescent dyes to specific targets within a cell and map the 3D distribution of the target molecule (22). Uniformly distributed targets present diffuse staining, whereas aggregates of target molecules appear as puncta (Fig. 1C). To identify the nucleus, each cell is treated with a Hoechst dye, which binds to DNA and emits a characteristic blue signal.

We combine staining with an antibody specific for misfolded or aggregated p53, Pab240, the antibody DO1, directed against the N-terminal transactivation domain of p53, and Thioflavin T (ThT), a common probe for amyloid structures. HCC70 cells, characterized at 37 °C, exhibit exclusively cytosolic, punctate Pab240 staining and lack of detectable p53 staining in the nucleus (Fig. 1D and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). ThT staining is pronounced in the nucleus, but no ThT staining is detectable in the cytoplasm (Fig. 1D). Treating the HCC70 cells with DO1 reveals diffuse staining in the cell nucleus (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). The distinct staining patterns of the three reagents in the nucleus and the cytoplasm indicate that unaggregated p53 R248Q resides in the nucleus (where it elicits DO1 diffuse staining), whereas aggregated or misfolded p53 R248Q (revealed by Pab240 puncta) localizes in the cytoplasm. The amyloid structures in the nucleus (identified by ThT staining) are not comprised of p53 (no Pab240 binding). Importantly, the p53 R248Q aggregates in the cytoplasm are not amyloid structures since they do not evoke a ThT signal.

The staining patterns of MCF7 cells (expressing wild-type p53) are simpler. No ThT response was detected, indicating the absence of amyloid structure in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. The DO1 and Pab240 antibodies displayed strong perinuclear staining (SI Appendix, Figs. S1B and S3). The two observations are consistent with the accumulation of unaggregated misfolded protein in the vicinity of the nucleus.

To test whether the aggregates in the cytoplasm of HCC70 cells are droplets of macroscopic dense liquid, we determined the sensitivity of the cellular puncta to treatment with 1,6-hexanediol, an organic molecule known to destabilize liquid condensates (13). HCC70 cells treated with 1,6-hexanediol showed no reduction in the number of cytoplasmic p53 puncta (Fig. 1E), indicating the p53 R248Q aggregates are not dense liquid droplets. We measured the volume of the individual puncta of p53 R248Q in the HCC70 cells. The size distributions of 32 cells are similar and relatively narrow with average volumes ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 μm³ (Fig. 1F). A reproducible distribution that is narrow and weighted toward small sizes is not consistent with behaviors expected for disordered agglomerates, whose stochastic formation at low driving forces may result in broader distributions and greater variability between cells (27). The Pab240 and DO1 antibodies and ThT, and the response to 1,6-hexanediol, demonstrate that the mutant p53 R248Q forms aggregates of narrow size distributions within the cytoplasm of breast cancer cells, whereas wild-type p53 does not aggregate within the probed cancer cells. The results with breast cancer cells establish that the p53 R248Q protein aggregates within the cytoplasm are not fibrils or droplets of stable dense liquid. For further insight into the mechanisms and properties of the observed aggregates, we turn to experiments under defined conditions in vitro.

Mesoscopic Protein-Rich Clusters in Solutions of p53 R248Q. We monitored solutions of p53 R248Q with concentration 2 μM by oblique illumination microscopy (OIM, Fig. 2A) (25, 26). This method records speckles of light scattered by individual solution inhomogeneities and is particularly suited to detect aggregates of sizes ca. 100 nm since, according to the Rayleigh law, the scattered light intensity scales with the sixth power of the scatterers’ size. The solutions were filtered through low-protein binding 220-nm filters to remove extrinsic inhomogeneities and loaded on the microscope within 10 to 20 min of preparation. The OIM micrographs reveal speckles of light that correspond to protein aggregates (Fig. 2B). Notably, the aggregates are not amyloid structures since tests using a fluorescent dye specific for amyloid fibrils, discussed below, reveal that no fibrillation occurs at concentrations and times after solution preparation similar to those employed here.

To distinguish the aggregates observed with p53 R248Q from macroscopic dense protein liquids and amorphous agglomerates, we measure their individual radii R and the number of aggregates per unit volume N. We determine the aggregates’ radii from their Brownian trajectories, extracted from sequences of OIM images, treated with a Stokes–Einstein procedure (25, 26). In consequence, OIM assesses sizes as low as 20 nm, much smaller than the diffraction limit of conventional optical microscopy (21, 25–28). The aggregates exhibit a relatively narrow size distribution (Fig. 2C) with an average R = 45 ± 5 nm at 15 °C. Such clusters would hold ca. 1,000 moderately packed p53 tetramers, whose molecular weight, ca. 173 kDa (29), corresponds to a ca. 8 nm diameter (21).

Both R and N are steady for at least 2 h (Fig. 2D and E), behaviors that stand in contrast to expectations for liquid–liquid separation, a first-order phase transition (30, 31), for which nucleation of new liquid droplets and their growth persist and R and N increase in...
Remarkably, at 37 °C, $R$ increases to ca. 150 nm (34), which is consistent with the average volume of the intracellular clusters in HCC70 cells (Fig. 1F).

The reversibility of the observed aggregates is revealed by the correlations of $R$ and $\phi_2$ with the protein concentration (Fig. 2G and I). The concentration $N$ declines from $8.7 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ to
0.4 × 10^6 cm⁻³, ca. 20-fold, in response to a sevenfold reduction of concentration from 2.0 to 0.3 μM. Similarly, ϕ₂, determined independently by dynamic light scattering (DLS), shrinks from 5 × 10⁻⁶ to 0.5 × 10⁻⁶, a 10-fold decrease driven by 2.5-fold lower concentration. The two techniques complement their respective concentration ranges and demonstrate that R is consistently ca. 45 nm at C₀ between 0.2 and 12 μM (Fig. 2F and H). The OIM measurement of N is consistent with the DLS determination of ϕ₂: the product 4πR²N/3 = 0.3 × 10⁻⁶ at 2 μM is close to the ϕ₂ value extrapolated for that concentration. The exaggerated response of N and ϕ₂ to reduced concentration indicates that the aggregates are not irreversibly disordered agglomerates, whose concentration is diluted in parallel with that of the protein, but rather condensates existing in dynamic equilibrium with the host solution.

These behaviors of wild-type p53 and p53 R248Q aggregates cohere with previous observations of mesoscopic protein-rich
clusters of globular proteins (21, 25, 35, 36). We conclude that the aggregates are mesoscopic p53-rich clusters. According to recent models, the mesoscopic clusters of multichain proteins, such as tetrameric p53, form because of accumulation of transient misassembled oligomers (Fig. 2K, where the misassembled oligomers are tentatively represented as pentamers) (21, 37, 38).

In the clusters, the transient misassembled oligomers coexist with native p53 tetramers and other stable p53 species, such as octamers, dimers, and monomers (7, 39). This kinetic model accounts for the conversion of native molecules to misassembled oligomers and the diffusion of native molecules to fill the void created by this conversion as well as the outflow and decay of the transient misassembled oligomers (36, 37, 40). The cluster size appears as a square root of the product of the diffusivity of the misassembled oligomers and their lifetime and is, hence, independent of the protein concentration and steady in time (36, 37, 40). By contrast, the amount of protein captured in the clusters and the related number of clusters and cluster population volume increases exponentially with the protein concentration as a consequence of the thermodynamic equilibrium between the clusters and the bulk solution (37, 40, 41); this equilibrium is discussed in further detail below. The mesoscopic clusters of p53 R248Q appear to comply with the predictions of this model remarkably well.

The Enlarged Aggregation Capacity of p53 R248Q. p53 R248Q manifests an enlarged capacity to form clusters, exposed by cluster formation at 15 °C and C0 = 2 μM (Fig. 2B), in contrast to wild-type p53, which exhibits no clusters at these temperature and concentration (21). This exaggerated cluster formation is reaffirmed by tests at C0 as high as 8 μM. Previous tests with wild-type p53 reveal that the concentration of the solution in equilibrium with the clusters C1, determined after removing the clusters by filtration, is equal to the initial C0, conforming to the lack of clusters in the respective OIM tests (21); wild-type p53 only forms clusters at T = 18 °C and higher. By contrast, filtration to remove the clusters in a p53 R248Q solution lowers C1 from C0 by about half (Fig. 2J), indicating that the clusters hold ca. 50% of the dissolved mutant.

The Mesoscopic Clusters of p53 R248Q Lack Constant Solubility owing to Their Distinct Chemical Composition. Surprisingly C1, which represents the concentration of solution in equilibrium with clusters, is not constant but instead increases quasi-exponentially with C0 (Fig. 2 J, Inset). The finding of increasing terminal concentration is in striking contrast with examples of dense protein liquids, which, in the absence of additional solution components, equilibrate with solutions of constant concentration (15-17, 42-45). The correlation between C1 and C0 is likely represented by a thermodynamic model originally developed for the mesoscopic clusters of wild-type p53 (21). Analogously to the kinetic scheme that predicts a steady and concentration-independent cluster size, we assume that in the clusters, native p53 tetramers convert to misassembled oligomers. With this, the equilibrium between the solution and the cluster phases integrates a chemical transformation. This assumption naturally invokes a varying C1 as the equilibrium concentration governed by a reversible chemical process always depends on the initial concentrations of the reactants.

We represent the chemical potential of native p53 R248Q tetramers in the clusters as \( \mu_1 = \psi_2 + RT \ln C_2 \), where \( C_2 = C_0 - C_1 \) is the amount of protein captured in the clusters per unit solution volume (Fig. 2J), and the entropy term \( RT \ln C_2 \) accounts for their translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The parameter \( \psi_2 \) incorporates two terms, \( \psi_2 = \mu_1^{\text{C}} + RT \ln \gamma_{\text{p53-R248Q}} \). The first addend \( \mu_1^{\text{C}} \) is the standard chemical potential of p53 R248Q in the clusters that likely differs from that in the solution \( \mu_1 \), owing to the distinct composition of the clusters that accumulate misassembled oligomers, \( \gamma_{\text{p53-R248Q}}(C_{\text{clusters}}) \) is the activity coefficient of native p53 tetramers in the clusters, determined by the local concentration in the clusters. We assume that \( \gamma_{\text{p53-R248Q}} \) is controlled by the parameters of conversion to misassembled oligomers. Owing to the kinetic fixed cluster size and chemically controlled \( C_{\text{clusters}} \), increasing \( C_{\text{clusters}} \) drives the production of more clusters and increases \( N \) but does not impact \( \gamma_{\text{p53-R248Q}}(C_{\text{clusters}}) \) and \( \psi_2 \).

In the solution, we account for the nonideality because of interactions between the solution p53 R248Q molecules by modeling the activity coefficient \( \gamma \) as \( \ln \gamma = 2B_2 M_w C_f \), where \( B_2 \) is the second osmotic virial coefficient and \( M_w \) is the p53 molecular weight (46). We obtain for the chemical potential of p53 R248Q in the solution \( \mu_1 = \psi_1^{\text{C}} + RT \ln C_1 + 2B_2 M_w C_f RT \). Supported by the reversibility of the p53-rich clusters (Fig. 2 G and I), we assume equilibrium between the clusters and the solution, which leads to \( \mu_1 = \mu_2 \). We solve this equation for the amount of p53 R248Q captured in the clusters \( C_f = C_1 \exp \left(-\frac{\psi_1^{\text{C}}}{RT}\right) \exp(2B_2 M_w C_f RT) \). The correlation between \( C_f \) and \( C_0 \) is likely due to the binding of the dye ANS (Fig. 3 A-E) (49). The electron micrographs reveal three classes of p53 aggregates: isometric round aggregates of diameter about 60 to 80 nm (Fig. 3 A and D), whose narrow size distribution is consistent with the mesoscopic p53-rich clusters observed by immunofluorescence (Fig. 1F) and scattering techniques (Fig. 2C); linear structures that likely are amyloid fibrils (Fig. 3 A and E); and amorphous agglomerates that either coat fibrils (Fig. 3B) or exist independently (Fig. 3C). Remarkably, fibrils originate in the round aggregates tentatively identified as mesoscopic p53-rich clusters (Fig. 3 A and E).

For additional evidence for the role of the mesoscopic p53-rich clusters in fibril nucleation, we probed the response of the fibrillization kinetics to Ficoll. We monitored the growth of the amyloid population with the dye 1-anilino-8-naphthalensulfonate (ANS), which binds to amyloid fibrils and emits fluorescence at 500 nm (50); ANS is a well-established assay to detect amyloid fibrils and monitor their growth (50-52). Notably, ANS also binds to exposed hydrophobic regions abundant in partially unfolded proteins (50); the pronounced fluorescence intensity in both wild-type and mutant p53 solutions immediately after ANS introduction (Fig. 3 A and B) may be due to the binding of the dye to the disordered segments in the transactin and proline-rich domains (5). The stronger initial fluorescence of the mutant solution attests to the abundance of hydrophobic residues exposed, owing to the lower stability of its core domain (5, 12).

In the absence of Ficoll, solutions of wild-type p53 emit steady fluorescence intensity for ca. 40 min at the highest tested concentration, 6.5 μM, and for up to 9 h at the lower concentrations (Fig. 3F). After this lag time, the intensity ascended. The observed fibrillation delay is likely due to the known slow nucleation of amyloid structures (6, 53). The R248Q p53 at 6.5 μM fibrilizes after a shorter lag time, ca. 20 min (Fig. 3G), indicating fast nucleation of the mutant fibrils; at the lower tested conditions of p53 R248Q.
concentrations, the nucleation of R248Q p53 fibrils is delayed by at least 5 h (Fig. 3G).

Time-dependent ANS fluorescence reveals that added Ficoll invokes significantly longer lag times with both wild type and p53 R248Q (Fig. 3 H and J). Ficoll-enhanced nucleation delay is counterintuitive since the excluded volume effects of Ficoll and the associated surge of the protein chemical potential (54) would hasten fibril nucleation. The faster fibril growth in the presence of Ficoll, manifesting as a steeper gain of ANS fluorescence after the lag time for both wild-type and mutant p53 (Fig. 3 H and J), concurs with a crowding-enhanced chemical potential boost. On the other hand, suppressed nucleation in the presence of Ficoll coheres with nuclei growth hosted within the clusters. Ficoll sequesters in the clusters (21), where it may obstruct the migration of the p53 molecules to a fibril nucleus. The accelerated fibril growth in the presence of Ficoll suggests that after nucleation, the fibrils emerge from the clusters and grow in the p53 solution.

The EM and ANS fluorescence data (Fig. 3) support a non-classical two-step mechanism of fibril nucleation assisted by preformed mesoscopic clusters and followed by classical growth by association of solute monomers, as illustrated in Fig. 3J. This nucleation pathway is similar to a precursor mechanism suggested for the nucleation of polyglutamine peptides, whose aggregation leads to several neurological disorders (55).

Why Is p53 R248Q More Prone to Aggregate than the Wild-Type p53?
To understand how a mutation located in the ordered DNA-binding domain (DBD, comprised of residues 94 to 289) of p53 lowers the stability of the molecule and promotes aggregation, we modeled the conformational changes in the p53 structure driven by the R248Q mutation. We use the Associative Memory, Water Mediated, Structure and Energy Model for Molecular Dynamics (AWSEM-MD) (56). For a coarse estimate of the conformational modifications enforced by the mutation, we first evaluate the free energy profiles of the wild type and P53 R248Q DBDs (56). We introduce a reaction coordinate \( q \) that measures the similarity of the DBD conformation to an experimentally known DBD structure (\( q = 0 \) for random coils and \( q = 1 \) for structures identical to the protein database entry). Notably, the experimental structure of reference used here is of the DBD bound to DNA (23), which might be significantly different from the unbound structure that we model. Indeed, we found that the free energy minima for both wild type and p53 R248Q locate at \( q \) values below 0.7; this value indicates a high degree of similarity between structures. \( q < 1 \) manifests the divergence between the DNA-bound and unassociated structures. Importantly, the one-dimensional free energy profile \( F(q) \) reveals that wild type and p53 R248Q explore distinct conformational spaces (Fig. 4A). Whereas the free energy minimum for the wild type is at \( q > 0.5 \), it is closer to 0.45 for the R248Q mutant.

For further insight, we explore the free energy as a function of two additional metrics of protein confirmation: the radius of gyration, \( R_g \), and end-to-end distance, \( D \), of the DBD chain. The two-dimensional (2D) free energy profiles \( F(q,R_g) \) and \( F(q,D) \) reveal that there are at least two local minima with \( F \) below \( k_BT \) (\( k_B \) Boltzmann constant and \( T \), temperature) for both wild-type and mutant p53 (Fig. 4 B–E). For wild-type p53, \( F(q,R_g) \) minima locate at \( q = 0.515 \) and \( R_g = 16.75 \) Å and at \( q = 0.555 \) and \( R_g = 15.95 \) Å (Fig. 4B). For the mutant, the minima are at \( q = 0.425 \) and \( R_g = 17.25 \) Å and \( q = 0.445 \) and \( R_g = 16.95 \) Å (Fig. 4C). Thus, the mutant explores structures characterized with lower \( q \) and higher \( R_g \). Consistently, the \( F(q,D) \) free energy profiles of the wild type exhibit two minima, at the same \( q \) as \( F(q,R_g) \) and end-to-end distances 26 Å and 28.6 Å, both 30 Å (Fig. 4D). For the mutant, however, we identify three local minima at \( q \) values 0.425, 0.445, and 0.455. While the minimum at \( q = 0.455 \) has end-to-end-distance comparable to that of the wild type, ca. 27 Å, the minima at \( q = 0.425 \) and \( q = 0.445 \) have larger \( D \) values of 56 Å and 60 Å, respectively. The \( F(q,R_g) \) and \( F(q,D) \) profiles indicate that the mutant DBD can adopt extended conformations that have less similarity to the reference DNA-bound structure than the wild-type DBD.

We further explored the conformations of the wild type and mutant p53 DBD near the free energy minima in the \( F(q,R_g) \) and \( F(q,D) \) profiles. Pairwise comparisons of representative structures reveal that the conformations associated with two local minima of the \( F(q,R_g) \) and \( F(q,D) \) profiles of the wild type are similar (Fig. 5A4). The largest difference is associated with a region containing a small helix and a large loop between residues 168 and 193. Both the N-terminal tail and the C-terminal helix, roughly defined as the first and last 13 residues of DBD, are tightly wrapped around the domain at all times. Importantly, the N-terminal tail binds to the ILTIITL motif (residues 251 to 257), known to promote p53 aggregation (7, 53). The mutant structures are, however, very different. The largest changes are associated with the N-terminal and C-terminal tails that are both found in various unbound conformations (Fig. 5 B–D). The unbinding of the N-terminal loop and C-terminal helix can lead to significant changes to the full-length p53 structure and dynamics. Importantly, the unbinding of the N-terminal tail leads to the exposure of the ILTIITL motif known to promote p53 aggregation (7). The exposure of the aggregation prone sequence in the p53 R248Q may be a part of the molecular mechanism of
enhanced cluster formation, oligomerization, and aggregation of this mutant.

To understand how a mutation near the center of the DBD drives strong displacements of both DBD chain termini, we evaluated the \( F(q) \) profiles for the DBD core, comprised of residues 107 to 276 and omitting 13 residues from both N and C ends of the DBD, for both the wild type and the mutant. The \( F(q) \) minimum shifts from ca. 0.54 to ca. 0.51 (Fig. 5E). The modified \( F(q) \) profile indicates that the mutation induces conformational changes in the DBD core, albeit more subtle than for the entire DBD (Fig. 4A). The conformational changes in the DBD core illuminate how the structure perturbation introduced by the mutation propagates allosterically to the C and N termini and how the mutation drives the interactions of the \( \alpha \)-helix at the C terminus and the tail at the N terminus with the core.

Discussion

The mesoscopic protein-rich clusters of p53 R248Q, observed in breast cancer cells and in solutions of purified protein, represent a unique protein condensed phase. The defining features of the clusters are the decoupling of the cluster sizes from the total cluster population volume, the independence of the cluster size on the p53 concentration, and the variable concentration of the solution in equilibrium with the clusters. These behaviors are incompatible with protein-dense liquids seen in solutions of numerous proteins, which represent macroscopic equilibrium phases (14–16, 57). Inevitably, the clusters share certain characteristics with other condensed phases of proteins or other materials (58), such as crystals (59), amyloid fibrils (60), and dense liquids (14–16, 57): their formation is reversible, they are in equilibrium with the solution, and they capture up to 80% of the available protein. The dramatic differences of their fundamental structural and thermodynamic characteristics from those of protein-dense liquid phases, however, certify the distinction of the clusters from dense liquid droplets.

The formation of p53 fibrils starts with nucleation, whereby local fluctuations of the p53 concentration beget regions of concentrated and ordered p53 molecules that serve as nuclei for the growth of fibrils (61). The creation of a nucleus encounters significant free energy barriers (62–66). Hence, successful nucleation events are extremely rare. The finding that nucleation of p53 fibrils is hosted in the mesoscopic clusters suggests that the
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**Fig. 5.** Conformational changes induced by the R248Q mutation. (A) Comparison of wild-type DBD structures corresponding to \( F(q) \) minima at \( q = 0.555 \) (silver) and \( q = 0.515 \) (gold). Red box highlights the aggregation prone sequence, protected by the N terminus tail in wild-type p53 and exposed in p53 R248Q. Green star indicates residues 168 to 193, the location of the strongest deviation of between the two modeled wild-type conformations. (B–D) Comparisons of wild-type DBD structures corresponding to the \( F(q) \) minimum at \( q = 0.555 \) (silver) to the DBD structures of p53 R248Q (gold) at \( F(q) \) minima at \( q = 0.425 \) in B; at \( q = 0.445 \) in C; and at \( q = 0.455 \) in D. In A–D, the N terminus tail of the reference structure is highlighted in charcoal and that of the second structure in copper. (E) Free energy profiles \( F(q) \) for the cores of the DBDs (residues 107 to 276) of wild type and p53 R248Q.
exaggerated p53 concentration in the clusters increases the probability of a fluctuation that overcomes the free energy barrier and evolves to a fibril nucleus. The proposed mechanism of fibrillization hosted and facilitated by mesoscopic clusters drastically deviates from the accepted sequential association of single solute molecules. Nonclassical nucleation is a recently proposed mechanism of phase transformation that diverges from the canon of J.W. Gibbs (62–64); it guides the assembly and defines the properties of numerous other protein solids such as crystals (18–20, 67) and sickle cell hemoglobin polymers (68, 69).

The mesoscopic p53-rich clusters reported here are strikingly similar to condensates reported in two experimental investigations of the exon 1 encoded region of the huntingtin protein (70, 71). The found condensates, referred to by the authors as S phases, are round and relatively monodisperse with a size ca. 25 nm, close to the size range of the clusters identified here for mutant p53. The S phases appear to slow the conversion to fibrils and may represent a condensation pathway distinct from the one presented by the p53 clusters, which host and enhance fibrillization.

The clusters may represent a fibril-independent pathway to oncogenicity: unidentified nonfibrillar aggregates of two p53 mutants (R282W and R100P) were shown to sequester the tumor suppressors p63 and p73 (7). In this respect, the p53 liquid condensates may be akin to other protofibrillar assemblies known to trigger disease (72). Two-step nucleation of mutant p53 amyloids suggests a means to control fibrillation and the associated pathologies through modifying the cluster behaviors. In addition, formation of clusters that combine mutant p53 with cancer suppressors (wild-type p53, p63, p73, and others) may expedite the fibrillation of the suppressors into one-component fibrils or in fibrils that also incorporate mutant p53. The suggested two-step mechanism of coaggregation presents an alternative to the generally accepted templating pathway, which relies on a pattern provided by an existing fibril to guide the assembly of fibrils of a distinct protein. In a broader context, findings reported here exemplify interactions between distinct protein phases that activate complex physicochemical mechanisms operating in biological systems.

The enhanced cluster formation of the R248Q mutant is not due to enhanced interactions in the disordered transactivation and proline-rich segments that are identical to those of wild-type p53. Molecular models of the conformations of the wild type and p53 R248Q indicate that the enhanced cluster formation by the mutant is due to changes in the structured DBD that are promoted by the mutation and which propagate allosterically to the N and C termini of the DBD. The shift of the N terminus tail exposes the aggregation prone motif ILTIITL (residues 251 to 256) and reinforces aggregation. Destabilization of the core domain in p53 condensation is consistent with the localization of most cancer-associated mutations in the structured DBD (8) and the role of mutant p53 aggregation in cancer.

Materials and Methods

Detailed descriptions of all methods used in this work are provided in SI Appendix.

Immunofluorescence Imaging of Human Breast Cancer Cells. MCF7 (American Type Culture Collection), a human breast adenocarcinoma cell line, and HCC70 (American Type Culture Collection), a human breast adenocarcinoma cell line, were cultured in Eagle’s minimum essential medium (Quality Biological, Inc., 112-018-101) and Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI) (HyClone Laboratories, Inc., SH3002701), respectively. Some of the HCC70 cells were treated with 1,6-hexanediol. For this, the cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; HyClone, 16750-122), and 250 µl no-scrub RPMI was added. An equal volume of 1,6-hexanediol (Sigma, 240117, 6%) in no-scrub RPMI was added on the Petri dish. For immunofluorescence imaging, the cells were washed twice with PBS and fixed by incubating in 4% paraformaldehyde. Antibody staining was performed separately for Pab240 and DO-1 antibodies. The nucleus was stained with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma, 14533, 10 µg/ml) for 20 min in 37 °C and washed twice with PBS and water.

A Nikon (Minato) Eclipse TI2 inverted confocal microscope was used for imaging. 3D images (z-stacks, 0.2 µm steps, ~60 slices) were taken from different fields of view. Z-stacks of 16-bit images were extracted for each channel and processed in ImageJ (NIH) using a series of plugins. A series of methods including background subtraction, 3D watershed, 3D object counter plugin2, 3D ROI Manager plugin2, and 3D Viewer were applied to construct the 3D images and measure the volume of p53 puncta (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

Bacterial Expression and Purification. The protein p53 was expressed in plasmid pET15b-TP S3, containing N-terminal 6-His-WT-p53 (1-303) (Addgene, 24859). For p53 R248Q, a point mutation was introduced in pET15b-TP S3 by PCR and Gibson Assembly. The culture was grown at 15 °C at 250 rpm overnight (73, 74). The cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5 °C, and each aliquot was sonicated on ice four times for 30 s with 15 min intervals between each sonication. After sonication, the lysate was centrifuged at 15 °C with 13,000 rpm. The supernatant from centrifugation was filtered with 0.45 µm surfactant-free cellulose acetate syringe filters prior to purification. We used a 10 mL of Ni Sepharose Fast Flow column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 17531801), equilibrated with 50 mM of binding buffer containing 100 mM KH2PO4/K2HPO4, 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 25 mM imidazole (pH 7.4). The culture (200 ml) was filtered, clarified, and loaded on the column (33). The column was washed with 80 ml of washing buffer (with pH 8.0). p53 R48Q was eluted with linear gradient of imidazole. Two fractions with most p53 R248Q (based on sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) were collected. Fractions were diluted 1:3 with binding buffer for heparin purification, including 20 mM KH2PO4/K2HPO4, 2 mM TCEP, and 5% glycerol at pH 5.9 for HiTrap Heparin HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 17040601). p53 R248Q is eluted with linear gradient of NaCl (75). Two fractions with most p53 R248Q were collected again for buffer exchange (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A and B). The concentrated fraction was mixed and was into a PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 17085101) for buffer exchange. The solution concentration was determined by absorbance measurement using a DU 800 Spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter) and extinction coefficient = 0.763 mL · mg⁻¹ · cm⁻¹ at 280 nm (74, 75). The identity of p53 was confirmed with Western blotting (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C).

Transmission EM. A total of 3 µL of 10 µM p53 solution was applied to EM grids with carbon support film (CF200-Cu, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Inc.) for 20 to 30 s followed by blotting with filter paper and application of 3 µL uranyl acetate (2% aqueous solution, pH 4).

OIM. p53 R248Q was monitored with OIM known as Brownian microscopy or particle tracking (25–28). In this method, a green laser illuminates a thin solution layer at an oblique angle such that the incident beam avoids the lens of a microscope positioned above the sample (Fig. 2 A) (26). This method enables the detection of nano- and microlarge objects through light scattered at wave vectors of order µm⁻¹. The scattered intensity is proportional to the sixth power of the scatterers’ sizes; thus, in a solution containing objects of varying size, the scattering signal is dominated by larger particles. This feature makes this technique particularly well suited to characterize the size and number distribution of the aggregates that appear as bright cyan spots in OIM micrographs (Fig. 2B). The spots are counted by a custom-made image package from NanoSight. The concentration of the observed aggregates is determined from the number of spots in a frame and the observed volume V = 120 × 80 × 5 µm³ (27, 76). OIM records the Brownian trajectory of each particle in the image plane (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A) and calculates diffusion coefficient from correlation between the mean squared displacement d±(t) and the lag time Δt (SI Appendix, Fig. S6B) (76), d±(Δt) ≈ 4DAΔt, where D is the diffusion coefficient of the observed aggregate.

DLS. DLS data were collected by an ALV instrument (ALV-GmbH), which includes an ALV goniometer, a He-Ne laser with a wavelength at 632.8 nm, and an ALV-5000/EPP Multiple Tau Digital Correlator. Normalized intensity correlation functions g2(q, t) were collected at a fixed scattering angle of 90° and 60°. The characteristic diffusion times τs and τl for monomers and aggregates were calculated by fitting the normalized correlation function with an exponential fit (35, 77). To calculate the average radii of monomers Rm and clusters Rc, we used the Strookes–Einstein relation, R = 6πηL/DT, where D = the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and η is the independently determined solution viscosity (21).
Coarse-Grained Simulations of the p53 DBD Domain. Molecular dynamics simulations of DBD of p53 were carried out using the AWSEM coarse-grained model (57). In this model, each amino acid is represented by three beads: Cα, Cγ, and O atoms. The interactions between those beads are governed by a combination of physically motivated potentials responsible for proper backbone geometry, secondary structure and long-range tertiary interactions, and bioinformatics terms that supplement the former potentials.

Starting from the equilibrated states of wild type and R248Q mutant of the DBD (as well as for the DBD core), we performed free energy calculations along the reaction coordinate q, which is defined as a similarity measure to a reference structure. Given the instantaneous coordinates r and the coordinates of the reference structure r∗, q is as follows:

\[ q = \left( \frac{\text{SD}}{N} \right)^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} \exp\left( -\frac{(r_i - r_{i}^*)^2}{2\text{SD}^2} \right) \]

where N is the number of atoms in the structure and r is the SD of the r - r∗ differences; q takes values from 0 to 1. The free energy calculations were performed using the umbrella sampling and the weighted histogram analysis method (79). The structural diversity of p53 DBD was studied by clustering conformations near the local minimums of the 2D free energy profiles (Rg, Rg) (24). The clustering was performed using the hierarchical clustering algorithm (80). Consequently, several distinct conformations of DBD were identified for both wild type and the R248Q mutant (see Results).

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.